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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a phase lock loop (PLL)
tracking algorithm that allows continuous phase tracking through
interference events. This concept is directly applicable to GPS
receivers subject to wideband radio frequency interference.

Kalman filters have been previously proposed as more flexible
alternatives for carrier phase tracking than traditional PLLs
using phase discriminators. However, the characteristics of the
GPS signal lead to a hybrid estimation problem, requiring
simultaneous estimation of the discrete navigation data bits and
the continuous carrier phase. Interacting multiple model (IMM)
algorithms are often used in such problems when systems are
constrained to a finite set of dynamic or measurement models. In
the case of GPS phase tracking, there are only two measurement
models corresponding to the two choices of navigation data bits
(+1 and -1). The estimated phase is obtained at each measurement
timestep by combining the two modes’ estimation results using
their respective likelihood functions. In this way, the IMM avoids
generation of exponentially-growing candidate data bit sequences,
which cannot be handled in real time GPS receivers.

Batch simulation results are provided as a benchmark best
case comparison for IMM phase tracking performance. Two
choices of state variables are investigated for their feasibility
and performance.

Index Terms—GPS receiver, Phase Lock Loop, Wideband
Interference, Interacting Multiple Model

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work, we develop a new carrier phase tracking
algorithm for GPS receivers that are subjected to wideband
radio frequency interference (RFI). The technique allows for
estimation of continuous carrier phase and discrete navigation
data bits simultaneously. This concept is directly applicable
to both stationary GPS reference receivers as well as moving
receivers, when inertial sensor aiding is available to account
for high frequency platform dynamics.

The example application used to illustrate the new perfor-
mance criterion is a GBAS reference station receiver subjected
to broadband interference, for example, from nearby use
of personal privacy devices (PPDs). Prior work has shown
that PPDs most commonly emit broadband interference, and
GBAS ground based reference receivers have experienced
tracking discontinuities as a result [1]. These events can cause
navigation service interruptions to aircraft on final approach.

To ensure continuity of the navigation service GBAS reference
stations must be able to track GPS signals in the presence of
wideband interference.

During an RFI event, as long as existing satellites can be
continuously tracked, it is not necessary to acquire new satel-
lites or decode navigation data (ND). The reason is that GPS
interface specifications ensure that there will always be at least
a two-hour overlap of the intervals of applicability between
two successive ephemerides broadcast by any satellite. This
means that any ephemeris decoded prior to the onset of an
interference event will be valid for at least two hours after.

When controlled reception pattern antennas cannot be used,
tracking low power GPS signals through RFI requires coherent
integration times (Tcoh) longer than the length of a GPS ND
bit (20 ms). However, using larger values of Tcoh means
integrating I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature) samples across
data bit transitions, effectively averaging them out over time.
Potential phase lock loop (PLL) solutions to extending averag-
ing time, such as non-coherent memory discriminators [2] or
real-time bit estimation techniques [3] [4], introduce biases in
the discriminator output, which cause errors in reconstructed
carrier Doppler, ultimately leading to cycle slips. A more
general problem using PLLs for carrier tracking is that they do
not make optimal use of the available information in the GPS
signal. This is an especially undesirable characteristic when
the signal is already degraded by RFI.

Kalman Filter (KF) implementations are far more flexible
than PLLs [5]. They have been used to track phase through
ionospheric scintillation in [6] [7] with Tcoh < 20 ms and
to track weak GPS signals to enable Tcoh > 20 ms in [8]
by augmenting a Bayesian approach for ND bit estimation.
KF carrier phase tracking with Tcoh > 20 ms is a hybrid
estimation problem, requiring simultaneous estimation of the
discrete ND data bits [9] and the continuous carrier phase.
The data bits themselves are not of interest, but possible bit
transitions must be accounted for in phase estimation.

A standard KF, however, having a single dynamic model,
will not work for this hybrid problem because it cannot re-
spond to ND bit transitions. The situation is best addressed us-



ing multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE). In MMAE,
it is assumed that the currently active system model is one of
a discrete set of r choices, each of which is the basis for a
separate filter. In our case, r represents the number of possible
bit sequences. The filters run in parallel to estimate the carrier
phase through bit transitions. The optimal implementation
requires running rN filters for N possible partial bit sequences
over every rN bits. The computational load is far too great
for real-time implementation within a GPS receiver. Instead,
we propose a new Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) filter
implementation in place of MMAE. The IMM estimator is a
suboptimal hybrid filter that has been shown to achieve an
excellent compromise between performance and complexity
in aircraft tracking applications. But so far, it has gotten little
attention as a potential GPS signal tracking function.

In this research, we will first re-evaluate the prior work
in [8] as a special-case implementation of an Interacting
Multiple Model (IMM) filter, and then extend it by developing
a new, computationally efficient IMM phase estimator algo-
rithm to allow robust carrier phase estimation tracking through
sustained RFI. We investigate the possibility group data bit
sequences in batches within the IMM filter. We also investigate
the influence of having prior knowledge of some fraction of
the navigation data bits. Simulation results of different choices
of state variables and their advantages and disadvantages are
also presented and discussed.

Section II in this paper describes nominal PLL operation. In
Section III, the Kalman filters are set up for the problem and
IMM algorithm is explained. Section IV provides a benchmark
for the phase estimator performance. Section V discusses
the IMM tracking results with different parameter settings.
Section VI compares the performance of different choices of
state variables.

II. PLL OPERATION

The phase lock loop (PLL) is a feedback control system
that creates a replica carrier signal and attempts to keep its
frequency and phase aligned with that of the incoming carrier
signal. This work focuses specifically on the PLL because it
is most susceptible to wideband interference, and will lose
lock before the delay-lock loop (DLL) does [10]. Figure 1
shows the PLL block diagram. The input to the PLL is the
intermediate frequency (IF) signal s(t), which may be written
for a single satellite as,

s(t) =
√
2CD(t)x(t) cos


ωIF t+ ψ(t)


+ ns(t) (1)

where C is the signal power, D is the navigation data message,
x is the C/A code, ωIF is the intermediate frequency (in
rad/s), ns(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and
ψ(t) is the phase process which includes all Doppler effects
due to user and satellite motion, as well as both receiver and
satellite clock instabilities. The receiver clock instability is a
consequence of the down-conversion in the receiver’s front-
end. Wideband RFI is modeled as AWGN.

The input signal is first multiplied by the code replica
obtained from the receiver’s delay lock loop (DLL). This
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Fig. 1. Phase lock loop block diagram

process is called code wipe-off because if the replica code
is aligned perfectly with the incoming, the code will be
removed from the signal. In this work, perfect code alignment
is assumed, which allows the signal, after mixing with prompt
code, to be written as,

y(t) =
√
2CD(t) cos


ωIF t+ ψ(t)


+ n(t) (2)

The signal y(t) is then get multiplied by in-phase and
quadrature replica signals, xI and xQ respectively, generated
by the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO),

xI(t) =
√
2K cos(ωIF t+ ψ̂(t)) (3)

xQ(t) = −
√
2K sin(ωIF t+ ψ̂(t)) (4)

where ψ̂(t) is the replica phase process. This mixes the signal
down to baseband (carrier wipe-off). Then there is a coherent
averaging (i.e. integrate and dump) operation followed by
the Kalman Filter (KF) process, which estimates the phase
error between input and replica signals. The loop filter is
a compensator designed to achieve desired system response,
and it designates the ‘order’ of the phase lock loop [11]. The
loop filter output is fed to the numerically controlled oscillator
(NCO) which generates the replica carrier signals, and closes
the loop.

Additional detailed information on the complete GPS
signal processing technique (from signal capture at the
antenna through pseudo-range computation) is available
in [11] [12] [13].

The receiver clock is a reference input to the NCO. There-
fore, the receiver clock phase-noise can be modeled as a
disturbance on the NCO output. However, in this work, the
PLL is implemented in a software defined receiver (SDR), and
there is no additional phase-noise contribution from the NCO.
The effect of both satellite and receiver oscillator phase noise
will enter the PLL through the input signal (due to mixing the
the receiver front-end). In addition, our PLL uses the common
two-quadrant arctangent discriminator and a third-order loop
filter (more on the loop filter in the following).

A. Augmented PLL Linear Model

The “augmented” linear model shown in Figure 2 was
derived in [14], where the transfer functions C(s), F (s), and
G(s) represent the coherent integration, loop filter and NCO
respectively. It differs from the conventional PLL linear model
in that it considers the effect of coherent averaging (modeled
as a moving average). In addition, this figure illustrates the



definition of Kalman filter output, , which is an estimate of
the true phase error, φ.

F (s) G(s)Σ Σ
φψ ϵ ψ̂+

−

C(s)

n
′

Q

Fig. 2. Augmented PLL linear model

In Figure 2, the AWGN input is represented by n′
Q, and

since our PLL is implemented in software, there is no phase-
noise contribution from the NCO. The phase-noise of both the
receiver and satellite clocks will only enter the PLL through
the input phase process, ψ, due to mixing in the receiver front-
end. When working with traditional receivers, the added phase-
noise contribution from the NCO can easily be included. Its
absence in our particular PLL implementation does not affect
the analysis techniques or conclusions reached using this linear
model.

It is worth noting that the only difference between this aug-
mented linear model and the conventional linear model [15]
is the additional effect of coherent averaging, C(s).
C(s), F (s), and G(s) are defined as following: The in-

tegrate and dump operation (i.e. coherent averaging) will be
approximated using a moving average. The transfer function
for a moving average can be expressed as,

C(jω) =
T

Tco

1− e−jωTco

1− e−jωT
(5)

where, T is the sampling period and Tco is the coherent
integration time [14]. The loop filter (3rd-order) and NCO
transfer functions are given by,

F3(jω) =
b3w0,3(jω)

2 + a3w
2
0,3(jω) + w3

0,3

(jω)2
(6)

G(jω) =
1

jω
(7)

A third-order loop filter is considered because of its superior
ability to handle dynamics, and additional design freedom
compared to a second-order loop [16]. It has zero steady-state
error to acceleration stress. However, there will be a steady-
state phase error for jerk stresses [11].

The third-order loop filter coefficients a3, b3, and w0,3

are chosen based on the design requirements. One important
design consideration is the equivalent noise bandwidth, which
often simply referred to as the bandwidth. The loop filter
coefficients used in this work are, a3 = 1.1, b3 = 2.4, and
w0,3 = 0.7845Bn, where, a3 and b3 are chosen to be the
typical third-order loop filter coefficients specified in [11].

III. KALMAN FILTER SET UP

A. Dynamic model

The phase as the input to tracking loop can be modeled
using a 3rd order Taylor approximation.

θd,k = θ0 + 2π(fd,kkTs +
1

2
ḟd,kk

2T 2
s ) (8)

where θ0 (rad) is a constant phase value, fd,k (Hz) is the
carrier Doppler frequency shift and ḟd,k (Hz/s) is the Doppler
frequency rate. The state is defined as xk = [θd,k fd,k ḟd,k]

T ,
the dynamic equation can be written as

xk =




1 Ts T 2

s /2
0 1 Ts

0 0 1



xk−1 + wk (9)

where Ts is the sampling time, in our case, the coherent
averaging time which is 0.02 s. Although the actual phase
measurement rate is faster than the coherent averaging time,
the loop closure rate is slower by the averaging process. The
process noise wk ∼ N (0, Pk) and Pk can be pre-designed
based on the platform and clock dynamics.

B. Measurement model

The measurement model can vary depending on the choice
of state variables. For state vector consisting of the amplitude
and phase, xk = [a θ]T , the measurement equation is obtained
by first order Taylor series expansion of I and Q

I = da0 cos θ0 + d cos θ0δa+ da0(− sin θ0)δθ (10)
Q = da0 sin θ0 + d sin θ0δa+ da0 cos θ0δθ (11)

where d = ±1 is the data bit currently being considered. The
measurement model, including additive white Gaussian noise,
vI and vQ, is then


I − da0 cos θ0
Q− da0 sin θ0


=


d cos θ0 da0(− sin θ0)
d sin θ0 da0 cos θ0

 
a
θ


+


vI
vQ



(12)

For state vector xk = [I Q]T , the measurement equation
can be written directly as





I1
I2
...
Q1

Q2




= Hxk +





v1
v2
...
v1
v2




(13)

where the matrix H is made up of ±1s corresponding to the
a particular candidate bit sequence under consideration and
vk ∼ N(0, V ), the diagonal elements of V are all σ2, which
is related to carrier to noise ratio by

C/N0 = 10
C/N0[dBHz]

10 (14)

σ =
1

0.04C/N0

(15)



C. IMM algorithm

The continuous phase and discrete data bits both need to be
estimated. We use the IMM algorithm for ths hybrid estimation
problem. A flowchart of the IMM process is shown in figure 3

Fig. 3. IMM algorithm

Starting with the initial state and covariance values, two
Kalman filter modes are run in parallel, each representing one
of the two data bit possibilities, 1 and −1. Based on the current
measurements the value of the likelihood function is obtained
for each model, and then the posterior mode probabilities are
computed. The results of the two filters are then combined
using the mode probabilities to produce the output estimates
and inputs to the next time step of the IMM.

IV. BATCH ESTIMATOR

Before simulating the IMM, we first implement a batch
estimator, which is not practical for real time use, but can serve
as benchmark to compare with the IMM results. In the batch
estimator, we group past measurements together and do the
measurement update process all at once. For example, consider
two consecutive measurement pairs:

In-phase and Quadrature (I and Q) measurements at times
1 and 2 (each an average over 20ms) can be written as:

I1 = d1 cos θ + ni,1 (16)
Q1 = d1 sin θ + nq,1 (17)
I2 = d2 cos θ + ni,2 (18)
Q2 = d2 sin θ + nq,2 (19)

Taking the 1st order Taylor series expansion of these equa-
tions, yields for the first equation, for example

I1 = d1cos θ0 − d1sin θ0 δθ + ni,1 (20)

Next we select a candidate data bit sequence (d1 and d2) for
the two measurements, form the batch measurement equation,
and solve it using least squares for the phase estimate δθ.





I1 − d1 cos θ0
Q1 − d1 sin θ0
I2 − d2 cos θ0
Q2 − d2 sin θ0



 =





−d1 sin θ0
d1 cos θ0
−d2 sin θ0
d2 cos θ0



 δθ +





ni

nq

ni

nq



 (21)

In simulation, we used a 15 dB-Hz carrier-to-noise ratio
and 5 sequential measurements. A random data bit sequence
was chosen as the true sequence. The true phase was also
selected randomly and held constant over the 5 measurements
(0.1s total). The 25 = 32 candidate data bit sequences were
generated and fed into separate estimators. Of the 32 estimates,
the one with the smallest least squares residual was selected
as the best. The phase error was obtained by differencing the
estimate from the true input phase, and the corresponding
candidate bit sequence was the compared to the true bit
sequence to identify the bit estimation errors. One million runs
were performed and the result are shown in Figure 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Batch result: phase error sample standard deviation

As figure 4 shows, the standard deviation of phase estimate
error decreases as the total number of measurements increases.
However, the bit error probability stays approximately constant
around 12% in figure 5. This result is understandable because
each bit is independent from the others. Regardless, as state
earlier, we can use ephemeris data decoded prior to the
interference event, so even if he bits error probability is high,
it doesn’t matter as long as the phase estimate is good.

The batch filer requires that all possible candidate data
sequences be evaluated, which is a huge computation load.
The IMM filter is a much better choice for a real-time receiver.

V. IMM FILTER

As with the batch estimate we first consider the case with
no dynamics (constant true phase) We arbitrarily set the phase



Fig. 5. Batch result: sample bit error probability

θ constant at 135◦. The carrier to noise ratio is again set at
C/N0 = 15 dB-Hz, and the signal amplitude a = 1.

In the following three figures, we present the results of
10000 runs for filtering over 100 and 1000 KF steps The
descriptor 1×100 means 1 measurement pair at each KF step
and the number of total KF steps is 100, and so forth. The
histogram plot shows the phase estimate values and the scatter
plot shows the I and Q estimation results for the estimator
10000 runs. The red dot in the scatter plot is the true value,
which is located at 135◦ with amplitude of 1.
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Fig. 6. Histogram for 1×100 IMM filter

Comparing figures 6 and 8, the the latter peaks are much
sharper due to the longer filtering time. In scatter plots 7 and 9,
most simulation blue points are centered around the red dot.
However, there are also some points gathered on the opposite
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot for 1×100 IMM filter
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Fig. 8. Histogram for 1×1000 IMM filter

side centered at −45◦. This is also clearly evident through
the bi-modality of the two histograms. The reason behind this
is, the IMM filter is sometimes fooled (even after significant
averaging times) by the extremely noisy measurements and
makes mistakes on estimation of the data bits. So the phase
result flips 180◦. The points in between correspond to sample
cases resulting in near 50-50 posterior mode probabilities.

A. Number of Measurements per KF Step

Another idea, following the batch estimator benchmark, is
to consider bit sequences (rather than individual bits) as IMM
modes. In the previous simulations the IMM filter processed
one I , Q measurement pair at each KF step. The grouping
idea is that we process a group of sequential I and Q samples
together at each KF step.
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot for 1×1000 IMM filter

Fig. 10. Grouping measurement

In figure 10, different numbers of measurements per KF step
are applied. The notation in these figures is to be interpreted
as follows: 2×12 means grouping 2 measurement pairs per KF
step over 12 KF. The results for 1×24, 2×12, 3×8 and 4×6
are shown. In these figures, the total number of measurements
is help constant at 24, and all other conditions are the same.

There is little visually distinguishable difference between
the results in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, so a data table is also
provided showing the mean of phase estimate (deg), standard
deviation of phase estimate error (deg), and the number of
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Fig. 11. Scatter plot for 1×24 IMM filter
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Fig. 12. Scatter plot for 2×12 IMM filter

sample points in the second and fourth quadrants.
Although the distribution of phase is not Gaussian, the

means and standards are nevertheless reasonable indicators of
estimators performance. However, the results show that there
is no benefit gained in grouping measurements. Therefore, in
subsequent IMM filter simulations we will only process one

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SMALL GROUP BATCH IMM FILTER

1x24 2x12 3x8 4x6
Mean (deg) 103.5 102.8 103.1 103.0
Std. (deg) 74.2 75.4 75.0 75.3
Bits correct 8245 8211 8256 8227
Bits wrong 1105 1163 1090 1117
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Fig. 13. Scatter plot for 3×8 IMM filter
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Fig. 14. Scatter plot for 4×6 IMM filter

I and Q sample pair at each KF step.

B. Some Bits Known

Much of the GPS Navigation Data either does not change
over time at all (preamble bits, PRN numbers, and ionospheric
parameters), changes rarely (e.g., GPS week, satellite health,
clock accelerations, group delay parameters), or infrequently
(URAs and almanacs) [17]. With knowledge of navigation
data bit structure, we can also implement the IMM filter with
partial bit prediction. To investigate the efficacy of the idea, we
performed 10000 simulations of the 1×100 IMM filter with
C/N0 = 15 dB-Hz, under the assumptions of no bits known,
1/8 bits known, and 1/5 bits known.
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Fig. 15. No bits known IMM filter

Fig. 16. 1/8 bits known IMM filter

As figures 15, 16, 17 show, even if 1/8 only of the bits are
known ahead of time, the results are greatly improved. When
1/5 of the bits are known, nearly all the simulation points fall
into the second quadrant. These are highly promising results,
so this direction will be aggressively pursued in our continuing
research.

VI. STATE VECTOR SELECTION

Direct use of I and Q as state variable has two main
advantages. First, it is straightforward to because we have
(noisy) measurements of I and Q. Second, the noise on I
and Q is Gaussian.

However, using I and Q as state variables leads to sig-
nificant difficulties in implementing dynamic model in a KF.
The commonly used 3rd order dynamic models include phase



Fig. 17. 1/5 bits known IMM filter

θ, carrier Doppler frequency shift fk and Doppler frequency
rate ḟk as states shown by Equation 8. However when taking
cosine or sine to the first row of dynamic equation, there will
exist terms that are the products of the two states, which is
highly non-linear and can’t be linearized. Thus using I and Q
as state variables is unlikely to be practically feasible in a KF.

The other option is to use amplitude a and phase θ as
state variables. The measurement equation is already linear
in a. However, to use phase θ as a state variable, we need to
convert the white Gaussian noise on I and Q to phase noise
θ. Strictly, the distribution of phase θ will not be Gaussian,
but a linearized variance conversion can be achieved using
the inverse the of observation matrix H . The results of 10000
simulations C/N0 = 15 dB-Hz and a and θ as states shown
in the figure below. Comparing figure 18 with 7, the phase
variance is smaller in figure 18.

Fig. 18. Using θ and a as states

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our future work will move to experimental data testing. We
are using a GSG-6 GNSS simulator to generate the signal and
a USRP N200 as the front end. A software defined receiver
(SDR) is used to implement IMM algorithm.
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Fig. 19. Experimental Setup

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a KF-based algorithm for GPS
receiver phase lock loops (PLLs) subjected to wideband RFI.
This technique allows estimation of carrier phase and discrete
navigation data bits simultaneously. The methodology is di-
rectly applicable to both stationary GPS reference receivers
as well as moving receivers when inertial sensor aiding is
available to account for high frequency platform dynamics.

During an RFI event, as long as existing satellites can
be continuously tracked, it is not necessary to acquire new
satellites or decode navigation data because GPS interface
specifications ensure that there will always be at least a two-
hour overlap of the intervals of applicability between two
successive ephemerides broadcast by any satellite.

We introduced a new IMM algorithm for robust carrier
phase estimation through sustained RFI. We investigated the
grouping of data bit sequences in batches within the IMM
filter and the influence of having prior knowledge of some
fraction of the navigation data bits. Simulation results of
different choices of state variables and their advantages and
disadvantages are were also presented and discussed.
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